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Oklahoma Sound® Power Plus Lectern

Meet your new versatile lectern! The 
Model #111PLS Power Plus is a functional 
and modern sound lectern with a 
standing height of 46 inches, suitable for 
every speaker and environment. Enjoy a 
spacious reading surface and an ample 
12.5"W x 4.25"D shelf space which 
provides convenient and elegant storage.

The Power Plus Lectern offers a 
wide range of multimedia options, 
including a handheld mic with a 
9' cable and a flexible gooseneck 
arm, a tie-clip/lapel mic with 
10' cable, and an amplifier that 
works with other OS optional 
wireless microphones. The 
unit also features an upgraded 
amplifier with Bluetooth/
USB inputs. The Power Plus 
Lectern provides practical 
functionality and a premium 
finish to ensure successful 
multimedia presentations 
in conference rooms, 
meeting halls, auditoriums, 
cafeterias, and beyond.



Premium 
Details like the large lectern surface, 
stationary base, and mahogany or 
ribbonwood color options all lend to the 
lectern’s premium feel.

Multi-Media 
Multimedia capabilities include 
simultaneous usage with two wired and 
three optional wireless  microphones. 
Operated by either AC plug or with 
optional battery model PS12-V, the 
Power Plus Lectern features an upgraded 
amplifier with Bluetooth, USB and AUX 
inputs, in addition to outputs for extension 
speakers and recording devices.

Durable 
With its high pressure thermal-fused 
laminate on a MDF core and a durable 
scratch-resistant surface, you can depend 
on the Power Plus Lectern to last, and our 
10-year warranty ensures that.

Built in amplifier and 
speakers

Squared stationary 
designer base

High pressure thermal-
fused laminate with 

MDF core

Handheld and tie clip 
mic included

Gooseneck arm for 
 handheld mics

RIBBONWOOD MAHOGANY

Input for media players, USB, bluetooth, 
and output lines for extension speakers 

and recording devices

STANDARD FEATURES

COLORS

OPTIONAL MICS

LWM-5   
Wireless Mic Handheld

LWM-6   
Wireless Mic Tie-Clip/Lavalier

LWM-7   
Wireless Mic Headset

Add the mic model number after lectern model number

Base Model Description

111PLS-MY Power Plus Lectern - Mahogany

111PLS-RW Power Plus Lectern - Ribbon-
wood

Optional Suffix Description

/LWM-5 Add Wireless Handheld Mic

/LWM-6 Add Wireless Tieclip Mic

/LWM-7 Add Wireless Headset Mic
Optional Prefix Description

M Add Rechargeable Battery


